Jacksonville State University
Vice President for Academic and Student Affairs

I. Tenure: effective Fall Semester 2004.
   Shawn Carter    Finance, Economics & Accounting
   Kingsley Harbor Communication
   S. Krishnaprasad Mathematics, Computing & Information Sciences
   Tom Leathrum   Mathematics, Computing & Information Sciences
   Lagare McIntosh Music
   James McIntyre    Finance, Economics & Accounting
   David Neal    Institute for Emergency Preparedness
   William Hey    Health, PE & Recreation
   Steve Nowlin Educational Resources
   Brenda Phillips Institute for Emergency Preparedness
   James Rayburn Biology
   Gail Steward Music
   Lawson Veasey Political Science & Public Administration
   Kim Weatherford Library
   Laura Weinkauf Physical & Earth Sciences
   Nouredine Zettili Physical & Earth Sciences

II. Promotion to Associate Professor: effective October 1, 2004.
   James Rayburn Biology
   Tim Roberts    Family & Consumer Sciences
   David Steffy Physical & Earth Sciences
   Kim Weatherford Library
   Laura Weinkauf Physical & Earth Sciences

III. Promotion to Professor: effective October 1, 2004.
   George Cline Biology
   Guillermo Francia Mathematics, Computing & Information Sciences
   Kingsley Harbor Communication
   William Hey Health, PE & Recreation
   S. Krishnaprasad Mathematics, Computing & Information Sciences
   Gail Steward Music
   Janell Wilson Educational Resources
   Nouredine Zettili Physical & Earth Sciences